
Coffee and Ice 

A local cafe specializes in coffee drinks and ice cream treats, cones and sundaes. The 
owner looked at her sales for a ten day period in April. Below is a table showing the 
sales for each of the ten days. 

Day . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ice 
Cream 
Treats 

16 19 28 27 28 36 38 41 41 48 

Coffee 
Drinks 

55 43 51 46 32 36 43 25 10 33 

1. 	 What did the store serve more ofon day 6? fu«\:~C:SQ.. (\Jed Or\ e.g ~ t- R. .(\.f'Q.d. 
. . Q'IY'\f:) Q 0-.<:'" 1 b u. s: ,0'

2. 	 Draw a scatterplot ofthe data of each day's sales usinii'~e Drinks as the vertical vY\.ot« ,c.~ 
axis and Ice Cream Treats as the horizontal axis. C ~~c~ 
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•• 
3. 	 Draw a line that best fits the data. 

. J • • . .• 

4. What is the relationship between the sales of coffee drinks and the sales of ice cream 
treats and explain a rationale for why that relationship occurs? 

~ 

IN ~ k"tt cc>~e c\~\<\C~ ,,'acl~~ =\\NL ~ess. ~ 

~' C-~ c:~V'V'-. >s;;ceo...~ C.,C1l ~ls- V(Ce.. ~~ . \is \'\C(.. 

_!\I\--,--,-r-=~---,\oeJ~D=Q~\A.::d."-"-''-''''-----'-~~::::....='-j'"'t-'-Y\.~o..",-~=--:::........=Q.J=m-.............1.t-~0C\~-"e_O""ti0~.lo"""'\..!--~c~'\-- ~ c.. 


5. What is the slope of the line that best fits the data? _-_\_______ c..U~mf"'<'-Q...Q 
~("~\\ 

Show how you figured it out. 

(lS,5O) ~ ~\-=n 
-lS '-

6. Write the equation of the line of the line ofbest fit. 

7. 	 Using the equation of the line of best fit, estimate the number of coffee drinks sold on 
a day that 32 ice cream treats were sold? 

Show how you figured it out. 
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Distance Versus TiDle 
 I 
Steph and Draymond like ~Q ~e.different trips traveling across their hometown on foot. 

1. 	 Draymond was gone for 6 hours. He walked half the time and the rested for the 

same amount oftime. Sketch a graph to show the distance - time graph ofhis 

journey. 
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2. 	 Steph traveled a distance of20 miles. He ran at a fast pace for half the distance and 
then walklat a pace twice as slow as he ~ '.j for the remaining half of the distance. 
Sketch a graph to show the distance - time graph ofhis journey. 
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TJ 

Steph and Draymond took a different trip. Below is a graph of the trip. Draymond's trip 

is represented by the solid line and Steph's trip is represented by the dotted line. 
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Explain what happened on this trip. Be sure to describe how it started, how it ended and 

what happen in the middle of the trip. 


}~ R€I ~ I ~'\" \}ft,/""',t ~h,.k 1a-.hbr~\4.\k,t~. ~. 

botK ~b ~\-tfl .)v\e~ b \,If-ill ~l ~\p tl~ D(~i""Vlr\. 


~~&~~~:&S!~~~Mrr.; %~X:~;1t~~~ ~~~~~;:~I

On a new trIp, they start mRoc'kiiage and ended at Bayfair on foot. Draymond waik~ ~h. \~ ~~ w~j<.., 
·halfthe distance and ran half the distance. Steph ran half the time and walked half the 
time. They started at the same time, and walked at the same speed as each other and ran 
at the as speed as one another. 

4. Who arrived first?__ ____________ 

Show how ou fi 
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: .-.Sports Medicine Storage 
You are a teacher's assistant for the Athletic Trainer at your school. The training room 
needs cleaning up because ofall the new training equipment and supplies your Athletic 
Tfainer -has aequired.Vou need to buy some cabinets for the room. You look at two 
different brands. You know that the Trainer's Closet cabinet costs $10 per cabinet. 
Medicine Chest cabinet costs $20 per cabinet. You have been given $140 for this 
purchase, though you don't have to spend that much. Your job is to research the numbers 
ofeach type ofcabinets you should buy, in order to maximize storage volume and stay 
under the total cost and space restrictions. 

Let x be the number of Trainer's Closet cabinets. 

1. 	 Write an expression to show what it would cost to buy x number of Trainer's 
Closet cabinets? 

lax 
Let y be the number ofMedicine Chest cabinets. 

2. 	 Write an inequality to show that the amount you can spend on the two types of 
cabinets-is less than or equal to the total money you have for this purchase. , 

\OX~ 20,/ ~ \40 

3. 	 Sketch a graph of the inequality of the amount you spend on the two cabinets. 
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·.. , 	 Now that you have an equation for the total costs of the two types of cabinets, you are 

now considering the amount of space needed in your training room for the cabinets. You 
would like-the cabinets to fit in an area no mor~ tllim 72 square feet. The Trainer's 
Closet cabinet requires six square feet of floor space. Medicine Chest cabinet requires 
eight square feet of floor space. 

4. Write an inequality to represent the space the two cabinets would require. 

~~:!z . 
b b 

5. On the same axis, sketch a graph of the inequality that represents the space the two 
types of cabinets would require. 

X~\2. 

~~12. 
'I ~q 

6. What are the coordinates of the intersection of those two lines? (ca I 3 ") 

Show you figured it out. 

G> (\O~~20'l£ V~O)2 (!)((C)·~~ ~'1 ~'2.) 5 

20X T 40'1 ~ 2-~O 30)( T ~O'( ~ 3<:,0 

@ 10(8)120'1 ~ ~O 
it,) -+z..oy ~ \~o 

-SO -go 
@ 30x~L40'f ~ ?»bO 

-)zo)(+qo,{ ~2.80 
'°lc . ~ jQ
\0 \0 
)(~g 

Remember, the goal of your job is to maximize the volume of storage space and stay 
under the total cost and space restrictions. The Trainer's Closet cabinet holds dght cubic 
feet of sport medicine supplies. Medicine Chest cabinet holds twelve cubic feet of sport 
medicine supplies. 

!:!2:J ~ Gao,0 .20 

7. Ifyou selected the Q~ numbers of each type ofcabinet for the training room, 
what would the total storage volume of the cabinets? 

__->-\.,.OE-O_____ cubic feet 

Show how you figured it out. 

cg-x~\2" 

R{~)~ \"l..l~) - b4~ 3{' D \0(:) 

• I 
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TlExponents and Rectangles 
Janice and Janet are making sense ofalgebraic expressions with exponents. Janice draws 

. the following figure, oomph'sed "Of four small rectangles inside a big rectangle. 

3X ( X -t- 3}!) 2. = P 
(x~2) .. 2 

x 2 
X 'S')(' 

2x <02 


Janice said, "The length of this big rectangle is x + 3 and the width is x + 2." She asked 
Janet, "What is the perimeter of the big rectangle?" 

1. 	 What answer should Janet give? ____L4~')(.-'---""1""---....:..;lO=________ units 

Janet the asks Janice, "What is ~e area of the big rectangle?" 

2. 	 What answer should Janice give? _--L.)(._l_~~'5=-.:.."'_+:.......=:::b=----_____ sq. units 

Show how you figured it out. 

~ 

2 0 :l( 

2 - x 
~ • 2 2. 

Janice now asks a new question, "A different big rectangle as an area of x2 + 7x + 12. 
,What does it look like?" 

3. 	 Draw this new big rectangle and label the dimensions of the four smaller rectangles 
contained in the big rectangle. 

)(.2 L-\'>< 

~)( \2 

'1< L-\ 


3 
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Janet says, "What if we combined the areas of these two big rectangles into an even 
bigger rectangle. What would the area of the new larger rectangle?" 

4. 	 What answer should Janice give? 2 ()( 2 ) ~ \ 2)( -t \ ~ 

Show how you figured it out. 


)/.. '2 -t 5x +b ..-A Ii: I I 1"% 

')(2+1)(-+\2 

2(Xl)+ \2,(~ \~ 

5. 	 Draw a rectangle that would have the new area of this bigger rectangle arid label the 
dimensions of the four smaller rectangle that comprise it. 

~x 

• t 
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TIMicroorganisDls 
Amari is studying three different microorganisms in biology. Amari has put each 
microorganism on a separate Petri dish iabeled A, B and C. Each day he looks through a 
microscope and counts the number of microorganism on each dish. He made a table of 
the numb f' . h h di hers 0 mIcroorganIsms e counts on eac s . 

Microorganisms 
DisbJDay Dayl Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 
DisbA 6 6 6 6 
DisbB I 7 13 19 · 
DisbC 1 3 6 10 

<; (" -, ~ ~ 

.... ='" 37'H4~ 
1'5 2.1 l. to ,r. Jt5 

Assume the microorganisms continue to grow at the same rate from day to day. 
tv 

<;? 

-s"i 

1. How many microorganisms will be on Dish A of Day 5? 

_____f.o______ microorganisms. 

2. On the coordinate plane, sketch a graph of the three functions: the function of 
the number of micro-organisms on Dish A, the function of the number of micro
organisms on Dish B, and the function of the number of micro-organisms on 
Dish C. Label each function. 
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3. 	 Using the graph, at what points do the Dish B and Dish C functions intersect? 

(1)1) ,,'(LtJ;5'5) 

Explain the meaning of the point of intersection in the context of the situation. 
r.?jn~ C/~ 

ThL;\ "rtt"useo-1Of"\ NvV{~ 	 show +~ dag fut{+ +hz

two C1-t<;M$ C00k/{\ ..fhc .{Jtf(Y"L£. tfr"lClJlt-" dJ M/c.rOO{f}Jp/)6"<f 

t1no\ ~ trl1/'JyYll(/C>O(qtfl{S~[ f~CJ, 4,,(~ ~e~~ hlf.l{. 

4. 	 On Dish B, how many microorganisms appear on Day 8? 

____:J--L_'?:>-'--____ microorganisms. 

Show your work. 

'j =-	 b(~)-5 

~::. 4<0 -S 

:1::. ~:; 


5. 	 Write a function to determine the number of microorganisms on Dish B for any 
given day, where is the day number x. 

6. 	 Write a function to determine the number of microorganisms on Dish C for any 
given day. Write the function of x, where x is the day number. ,IAIAi.': Okl 1~1. ")~ ... bf-H 

. . x~1 )/ .. 2. )(-t"3 ,,"'if "+5 "'+1. ~LYV~ .' 1';;1 J, '1 

::; -=- q), S)(1-+oSt, 

(1.X"f\'\t,- ' l ,. [III) (S,It» (Cl,LtC;) 08
-k x.2-4-0_S)<~ , . '. ' 1t , 3) (b,z-II LloJ~S) ~ 

(3, ~) ( 7,2. S )
It, >-1..)\ LLf /f>l
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Matching Function ·Cards 
Chris and Kris are playing a game where they match function caFds. Below is a set of 
function cards written in function notation. 

(o+l)(n+1) If(D) = D2 + 2D + 1 i I g(D) =4D - 2 II h(D) =2(D2 + 1) 

j(D) = 4D+2 I Ik(x) = (D + 1)2 II p(D): 4(D -1) + 21 

1. Which pairs of function cards are equivalent? 

Chris and Kris also made sequence cards. The sequence cards showed a pattern of dots. 
in the first three tenns of the sequence. 

sequence A 
(I I z.) ~ '"' tr"l -l 

(2,,-) 

(3,10).....••••• , 

n=1 n=2 n=3 

2. Which function card matches the sequence A? 

Explain how you know. 


The rute of chan<Je j~ 4.) Qbd -\he constant +env. if> -2. 


3. Draw a sequence card that matches function-j(n). 

. .. . .. .. .. " .... ......... . 

• •• ' •• " •• • ••••• 6 ••••• , ••• 
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TI 
Chris and Kris made t-table cards. They only filled in some of the entries in the table. 

n h(n) 

I If 
2 10 
3 20 

4 34 

4. 	 Which function notation card matches the t-table card above? h(n)" 2( riJ.-t I) 

Fill in the t-table card with the missing values of the table. 

5. 	 Chris and Kris want to make a coordinate graph card that wiJ) match function g(n) . 
Draw the function on the coordinate plane below. 
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